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HAIRLINECRACK
FILLMIX (AccentEnhancer)

applications

DESCRIPTION
Stone Edge Surfaces Hairline Crack Fill Mix, also known
as Accent Enhancer, is a 2-component mix that is combined
at a 1:1 ratio with Stone Edge Surfaces Primer 100, and is
used on concrete, concrete overlays, decorative concrete and
stone veneer to repair hairline cracks. It is also used to “mottle”
or accent the colors to add realism during the coloring process.
As a Color or Accent Enhancer: You apply Accent Enhancer
lightly over “just the high spots” of the stamped or carved and
sufficiently dried overlay, “before” applying your other colors.
Accent Enhancer helps achieve a more realistic varied shaded
color or mottled look sporadically throughout the project without
having to mix and apply multiple colors of the same hues to
achieve the same look.

As a Hairline Crack Fill, Accent Enhancer is mixed as a thicker
slurry to fill, fix and repair hairline stress cracks and crazing
that may appear as the concrete overlay dries. It is applied into
and over the cracks in the same general way you would grout
tiles, including wiping away the excess material. To match a
finished job, Accent Enhancer can be integrally colored or
colored topically. The mix comes in Gray (FXC170) or White
(FXC330) in 2.5 Gal. Buckets

MOST COMMON USES
• Hairline Crack Fill (Vertical and Horizontal)
• Color mottling or enhancing (vertical and Horizontal)

APPLICATION
BASE/TOP COAT: Top Coat , applied feather thin before
coloring, and into hairline cracks.
APPLICATION METHOD: For hairline cracks use a Cellulose
sponge and apply into the crack and wipe away
excess...similar to grouting. As a Color Enhancer, use just a
small amount on a cellulose sponge and lightly rub just a little
on the high spots of the textured surface. Let dry and apply
color. Everywhere you applied the mixture will dry lighter and
mottle the color and add realism.
WORKING TIME: Average 3 to 5 minutes as it is feather thin
in most applications
PRODUCTS USED WITH:
• Primer 100 (1:1 ratio)
• Wall Mix, Stamp Mix, Trowel Mix, Spray Mix,
COMMONLY APPLIED OVER:
• Concrete Surfaces • Concrete Overlays
• In Hairline Cracks • Stone Veneer
• Concrete
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